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Abstract: 

A methodology for chip level power integrity analysis is presented. The approach 

accurately estimates the jitter induced on a victim block due to the current of an aggressor 

block through the power distribution network and linear voltage regulators. The analysis 

relies on simple stand-alone simulations of different blocks while the system-level analysis 

is completed by combining the results analytically. This procedure allows different 

designers to perform fewer and quicker simulations and as a result, there can be many 

iterations of the power integrity analysis to find the optimal solution. For example, the 

analysis can drive decisions regarding die capacitance partitioning and/or requirements for 

regulation on various circuit blocks. 
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I. Introduction: 

Power integrity and distribution are an essential part of any successful IC development. 

Power integrity analysis investigates the effect of the supply current consumption of 

different circuits along the power distribution network (PDN) on the system performance. 

In high-speed link design, the severity of power supply induced jitter needs to be analyzed 

for sensitive circuits to determine the overall link margin. Ideally, a transient simulation of 

the entire chip along with the PDN network is performed to give the most accurate results 

on the overall system performance compared to measurement results, however, the 

simulation time makes this prohibitive. Therefore, the problem needs to be simplified into 

smaller, and more manageable simulations.  The problem is complicated by the fact that 

sensitive circuits in modern transceivers are often isolated from the global PDN by voltage 

regulators. 

A methodology for chip level power integrity analysis is presented in section III. The 

approach accurately estimates the jitter induced on a victim block due to the current of an 

aggressor block through the power distribution network and linear voltage regulators. The 

analysis relies on simple stand-alone simulations of the various circuit blocks while the 

system-level analysis is completed by combining the results analytically. This procedure 

allows different designers to perform fewer and quicker simulations and as a result, there 

can be many iterations of the power integrity analysis to find the optimal solution. For 

example, the analysis can drive decisions regarding die decoupling capacitance partitioning 

and/or requirements for regulation on various circuit blocks. A list of required simulations 

and sample results are provided in section III.A. 

The proposed method consists of steps to find the jitter induced on a victim block due to 

supply noise. The supply noise on the victim block can be broken down into two segments: 

the supply noise induced by an aggressor block, and the self-induced supply noise. Section 

III.B will cover the analytical procedure to calculate the total PSIJ at the output of a victim 

block.   

Section IV.A includes a set of simulations results showing the accuracy of the proposed 

methodology vs. transistor level simulation of the regulators and the PDN with currents 

mimicking the aggressor and victim blocks. Section IV.B demonstrates the power integrity 

design methodology applied to clock distribution (victims) and transmitters (aggressors).  

II. Background: 

Methods for PSIJ analysis and simulation may be broadly categorized as either time 

domain or frequency domain. 

A. Time Domain Methods 

A straightforward approach to estimating power supply induced jitter (PSIJ) is to employ 

transient simulations.  For example, transceiver netlists can be simulated with 



(pseudo)random patterns of data capturing both the transient noisy supply voltage 

waveforms and the resulting impact upon clock and data jitter. Various circuit blocks can 

be selectively (de)activated to identify the predominant underlying sources of noise. Such 

approaches may result in lengthy simulations and may not afford the same insights as 

frequency-domain methods.  Time-domain simulations are used in [1] to determine the 

supply voltage noise induced on a given PDN (although frequency-domain approaches are 

then used to find the resulting PSIJ). With a pseudo random bit sequence (PRBS) feeding 

all transmitter pins at 4.8Gbps, a peak to peak supply noise of 81mV is reported.  When 

the PRBS input pattern is replaced with a clock pattern at the PDN resonance frequency 

(60MHz), 116mV peak to peak supply noise is reported.   

Analytical models of PSIJ have been developed based upon transient analysis of small-

signal models [2], [3] resulting in faster simulation time than full transient simulation.  

They are used to provide statistical information, such as the rms jitter of clocking circuits 

based upon knowledge of the power supply noise variance.  However, those analyses are 

not readily generalized to the wide variety of circuits in a complex modern transceiver, and 

may not consider the spectrum of the power supply noise and hence of the resulting jitter. 

B. Frequency Domain Methods 

A frequency domain approach to predict and measure PSIJ for high speed I/O interfaces is 

introduced in [4], then extended and applied in [5], [6], [7]. Supply voltage noise spectra 

are obtained and multiplied by the frequency-dependent supply sensitivity of signal-path 

circuits to find PSIJ spectra.  Two methods for simulating the jitter sensitivity are presented. 

The conventional way is by transient simulation: noise is introduced at a specific frequency 

by superimposing a small-amplitude sinusoid onto the supply voltage and the resulting 

jitter at that frequency is obtained. Sweeping the frequency in this manner provides the 

circuit’s jitter sensitivity as a function of frequency. Another method is to use period-

steady-state (PSS) and periodic AC (PAC) simulation, where PSS computes the periodic 

steady-state response of a circuit and PAC linearizes the circuit over its PSS response.   

The impact of a voltage regulator was considered briefly in [8].  However modern systems 

employ multiple supply domains isolated from each other by independent voltage 

regulators that share a common global power supply.  In such situations, the crosstalk 

between supply domains and the circuits operating under them is of great interest.  A 

modeling methodology that allows for the rapid estimation of supply-induced jitter in this 

environment allows for optimal supply partitioning, decoupling capacitor allocation, and 

voltage regulator specification in the early stages of a design.  Therefore, we here present 

methodologies that extend prior frequency-domain approaches to allow for rapid modeling 

and simulation of power-supply noise on high-speed signal integrity in environments where 

multiple voltage regulators are used to isolate transmitter, receiver, and clocking circuits. 



III. Simulation Methodology: 

The overall block diagram of the scenario being analyzed is shown in Figure 1. The goal 

is to find the PSIJ on the output of the victim block. This PSIJ has two separate sources 

which can be analyzed separately. Part of the jitter is caused by the aggressor block and 

includes the current that is drawn from the PDN by regulator 1 and transferred to the victim 

block through regulator 2 as shown in Figure 1a. The second portion of the jitter on the 

victim block is caused by the current drawn by the victim block from regulator 2 (the self-

induced jitter) as shown in Figure 1b. This methodology can be used both to characterize 

the system performance as well as help guide the design of the regulators and the PDN. 

Decisions such as how to distribute a fixed amount of decoupling capacitance between 

different regulators can be made using this system level PI analysis as discussed in section 

IV. 
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Figure 1: (a) Noise from aggressor shows up at the PDN and subsequently at the victim block 

supply. (b) The current consumption of the victim causes some self-induced PSIJ. 

The power integrity simulation methodology consists of two main steps. Firstly, individual 

simulations are performed on the different blocks. These simulations include gathering 

current profiles, regulator parameters, PDN models, and jitter sensitivities which are 

outlined in section IIIA. Secondly, the simulation results are combined analytically in the 

frequency domain to obtain the jitter impact on the victim blocks. The self-induced jitter 

from the victim block is considered as well as the jitter induced from the aggressor blocks. 

The calculations are described in section IIIB. 

A. Individual Block Simulations: 

One of the main benefits of this simulation methodology is that it requires only independent 

simulations of the different blocks shown in Figure 1. Ideally, it is best to limit the number 

of long transient simulations that are required to perform the power integrity analysis. 

Reducing the number of components and simulating each block individually helps perform 

the power integrity analysis quickly. Furthermore, this creates a modular analysis 



environment, where different blocks can easily be switched in and out to compare multiple 

scenarios.  

Step 1 involves simulating the aggressor and victim block current with an ideal supply as 

shown in Figure 2a. This is a simulation that would be done by the circuit designer and 

would simulate the current under typical operating conditions. A sample current waveform 

is shown in Figure 2b. 
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Figure 2: Step 1 - Simulate Aggressor & Victim Block Current 

Step 2 requires simulating the regulator current isolation transfer function HREG1(s) as 

shown in Figure 3a. The regulator is biased using the average value of the aggressor current 

IAGG. An AC current source, IT, is placed under the regulator to simulate the current 

isolation: 

𝑯𝑹𝑬𝑮𝟏(𝒔) =
𝑰𝑹𝑬𝑮𝟏(𝒔)

𝑰𝑻(𝒔)
 (1) 

This transfer function will capture how much of the current of the aggressor block is drawn 

from the PDN vs the amount that is provided by the decoupling cap CDEC. The goal of the 

current isolation is to determine how much of the aggressor block current shows up at the 

PDN and causes noise on other circuits. For blocks that are problematic noise sources, the 

regulator can be specifically designed for enhanced current isolation. An exemplar current 

isolation response is shown in Figure 3b for different amounts of CDEC under the regulator.  
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Figure 3: (a) Step 2 - Simulate Regulator 1 Current Isolation. (b) Example results for various 

values of CDEC. 

Step 3 involves simulating the regulator impedance seen from the power supply as shown 

in Figure 4a. This impedance will then be placed in parallel with the PDN impedance and 

leads to more accurate results. The impedances need to be simulated for all the regulators 

that are connected to the same PDN network. In Figure 4a, there are two regulators 

connected and they both need to be simulated to obtain ZVCC1 & ZVCC2. Figure 4b shows a 

sampled ZVCC for different values of CDEC on the regulator.  
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Figure 4: (a) Step 3 - Simulate the regulator impedance seen from the supply. (b) ZVCC1,2 for 

various values of CDEC1=CDEC2. 

Step 4 requires simulating the PDN impedance seen by the regulators as shown in Figure 

5a. The PDN can be modeled by a lumped element model consisting of the on-chip 

decoupling capacitance as well as the package model including any on-package decoupling 



capacitance and via/bump/ball inductance/capacitance. It is well-established that PDNs are 

typically subject to resonance at several 100’s MHz (e.g. [9]).  Any current around the PDN 

peak frequency needs to be carefully considered since it can be a large contributor to the 

overall PSIJ. A sample PDN impedance vs frequency is shown in Figure 5b. 
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Figure 5: (a) Step 4 - Simulate the PDN impedance at the point where the regulators are 

connected. (b) Example PDN network Impedance 

Step 5 involves simulating the impedance of the victim regulator as seen by the victim 

block, ZLOAD2, as shown in Figure 6a. The impedance is simulated with an ideal supply for 

the regulator and does not include the PDN. The peak frequency of ZLOAD is also important 

as it determines which frequencies of the current from the victim block cause the largest 

self-induced PSIJ. A few different regulator load impedances are shown in Figure 6b for 

different decoupling capacitors CDEC2 under the regulator.  
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Figure 6: (a) Step 5 - Simulate the victim regulator impedance seen by the load. (b) ZLOAD2 for 

various values of CDEC2. 

Step 6 requires a simulation for the victim block regulator, the power supply rejection ratio 

(PSRR) shown in Figure 7a. The PSRR is used to determine how much of the supply noise 

present on the PDN shows up at the supply of the victim block. Depending on the 

sensitivity of the block, the PSRR can be optimized to isolate at frequencies where there is 

more noise on the PDN. Figure 7b shows the PSRR of a regulator with different amounts 

of decoupling capacitance.  
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Figure 7: (a) Step 6 – Simulating the regulator PSRR. (b) Example PSRR results shown for 

various values of CDEC. 



The final step in gathering the required data for the PI analysis is the jitter sensitivity of the 

victim block, JS(s). To obtain the jitter sensitivity, several transient simulations are 

performed on the victim block. A sinusoidal noise is applied with a fixed amplitude at the 

supply of the block and the jitter at the output is measured. The output jitter is divided by 

the supply noise amplitude to obtain the jitter sensitivity at each frequency in fs/mV. The 

frequency of the supply noise is varied to obtain a plot similar to Figure 8b. 
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Figure 8: (a) Step 7 - Simulating the jitter sensitivity of the victim block. (b) Example jitter 

sensitivity simulation result 

B. Analytical Power Integrity Analysis: 

After gathering all the results obtained in section IIIA, they can now be combined to 

determine the PSIJ at the output of the victim block. The PSIJ is divided into two 

components as described in section III and can be written as: 

𝑱𝒊𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝑶𝑼𝑻(𝒔) = 𝑱𝒊𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒔) + 𝑱𝒊𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝑺𝑬𝑳𝑭(𝒔) (2) 

To calculate the jitter due to the aggressor, the current drawn by the aggressor from the 

PDN needs to be calculated by multiplying the aggressor current by the regulator current 

isolation: 

𝑰𝑷𝑫𝑵,𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒔) = 𝑰𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒔) × 𝑯𝑹𝑬𝑮𝟏(𝒔) (3) 

The impedance at the PDN needs to be calculated to find the voltage noise at the PDN 

caused by all the blocks. The impedances at this node is the impedance looking into the 

PDN, ZPDN(s), and the two regulator impedances looking in from the supply, ZVCC1 & ZVCC2. 

The impedances are placed in parallel to obtain the total impedance at the point where the 

regulators connect to the PDN: 

𝒁𝑽𝑪𝑪,𝑻𝑶𝑻(𝒔) = 𝒁𝑷𝑫𝑵(𝒔) ∥ 𝒁𝑽𝑪𝑪𝟏(𝒔) ∥ 𝒁𝑽𝑪𝑪𝟐(𝒔) (4) 



The voltage noise at the PDN can now be calculated by multiplying equation (3) by (4).  

𝑽𝑷𝑫𝑵(𝒔) = 𝑰𝑷𝑫𝑵,𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒔) × 𝒁𝑽𝑪𝑪,𝑻𝑶𝑻(𝒔) (5) 

The supply noise at the victim block supply due to the noise on the PDN can now be 

calculated by multiplying (5) by PSRR2(s): 

𝑷𝑺𝑵𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒔) = 𝑽𝑷𝑫𝑵(𝒔) × 𝑷𝑺𝑹𝑹𝟐(𝒔) (6) 

The jitter on the victim caused by the aggressor can then be written as the product of the 

supply noise at the victim caused by the aggressor, PSNAGG(s), and the jitter sensitivity of 

the victim block.  

𝑱𝒊𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒔) = 𝑽𝑪𝑪𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒔) × 𝑱𝑺𝑽𝑰𝑪(𝒔) (7) 

The self-induced supply noise on the victim can be calculated by multiplying the current 

of the victim block by the regulator impedance:  

𝑷𝑺𝑵𝑺𝑬𝑳𝑭(𝒔) = 𝑰𝑽𝑰𝑪(𝒔) × 𝒁𝑳𝑶𝑨𝑫𝟐(𝒔) (8) 

The self-induced PSIJ of the victim block can be calculated by multiplying the supply noise 

by the jitter sensitivity: 

𝑱𝒊𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝑺𝑬𝑳𝑭(𝒔) = 𝑷𝑺𝑵𝑺𝑬𝑳𝑭(𝒔) × 𝑱𝑺𝑽𝑰𝑪(𝒔) (9) 

Finally, the complete jitter at the output of the victim block can be calculated by adding 

the outputs of equation (7) & (9)  as shown in equation (2). In this paper the phase 

relationship between the victim and aggressor blocks is assumed to be random, for more 

accurate results, the phase relationship can be determined using SPICE simulations.  

 

IV. Simulations Results: Case Study 

Section IV.A will show the accuracy of the model compared with SPICE simulations when 

connecting two regulators to the PDN with different currents to mimic victims and 

aggressors. Section IV.B will show a case study and will show how the complete model 

can be used to predict the jitter at the output of various blocks and to help guide regulator 

design decisions.  

A. SPICE vs. Model Correlation 

Figure 9 shows the scenario being used to illustrate the accuracy of the power integrity 

model. Two different current sources are used to mimic the aggressor and the victim blocks. 

The aggressor has a time varying current with large and sudden changes arising from a 

PRBS pattern. The victim block draws only DC current and therefore does not cause any 

noise on other blocks. These currents are shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: Simulation setup with currents mimicking aggressor and victim circuits 

Figure 10 shows the current being drawn from VPDN from regulator 1. In the model, IREG1 

is calculated by multiplying the IAGG current by the regulator current isolation transfer 

function as described in equation (1). IREG1 is plotted vs time by taking the inverse Fourier 

transform of the calculated signal: 

𝑰𝑹𝑬𝑮𝟏(𝒕) = 𝓕−𝟏{𝑰𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒋𝝎) × 𝑯𝑹𝑬𝑮𝟏(𝒋𝝎)} (10) 

It is evident that the current isolation transfer function can be used to accurately calculate 

the IREG1 and have a very good correlation with SPICE level simulations as shown in 

Figure 10.  
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Figure 10: Comparison of SPICE vs. Model for IREG1 

The next step is to ensure the voltage on the PDN (VPDN) can accurately be calculated using 

the model. Figure 11 shows the impedances required to calculate the equivalent resistance 



seen at the VPDN node. Using the impedances and the IREG1 calculated in the previous step, 

the voltage at the PDN can be determined: 

𝑽𝑷𝑫𝑵(𝒕) = 𝓕−𝟏{𝑰𝑹𝑬𝑮𝟏(𝒋𝝎) × (𝒁𝑷𝑫𝑵(𝒋𝝎) ∥ 𝒁𝑽𝑪𝑪𝟏(𝒋𝝎) ∥ 𝒁𝑽𝑪𝑪𝟐(𝒋𝝎))} (11) 
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Figure 11: SPICE vs. Model comparison for voltage at PDN, VPDN 

The next step is to see if VCCVIC at the victim block can be accurately captured using the 

model as shown in Figure 12. By using the value determined in equation (11), the victim 

supply VCCVIC is calculated by multiplying the VPDN by the PSRR of the 2nd regulator. 

𝑽𝑪𝑪𝑽𝑰𝑪(𝒕) = 𝓕−𝟏{𝑽𝑷𝑫𝑵(𝒋𝝎) × 𝑷𝑺𝑹𝑹𝟐(𝒋𝝎)} (12) 
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Figure 12: Spice vs. Model comparison for calculating supply noise at victim block 



Finally, the VCC of the aggressor block due to the self-induced noise is calculated. Figure 

13 shows the self-included noise on the aggressor (VCCAGG). The self-induced supply 

noise is calculated by multiplying the regulator load impedance by the aggressor current: 

𝑽𝑪𝑪𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒕) = 𝓕−𝟏{𝑰𝑨𝑮𝑮(𝒋𝝎) × 𝒁𝑳𝑶𝑨𝑫𝟏(𝒋𝝎)} (13) 

It is important to note that if other blocks were present that could contribute to the supply 

voltage noise, their effect would also need to be added using superposition.  
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Figure 13: SPICE vs. Model comparison for calculating the self-induced noise at the aggressor 

block 

Overall, there is a good correlation between the SPICE simulations and the model 

analytical results. This demonstrates that the current isolation and the PSRR can be used to 

capture transient currents and voltages at different points of the regulators.   

B. Case Study – Transmitter and Clocking 

In this section, the PSIJ of two common types of circuits will be analyzed. Figure 14a 

shows a block diagram of the case study: clock distribution circuitry is placed under a 

regulator while a transmitter (TX) is placed under a second regulator. The analysis outlined 

in the previous sections is applied to determine the jitter at the output of these blocks. The 

jitter will be broken down into self-induced jitter and the jitter caused by the other block. 

Finally, the power integrity analysis methodology is used to determine how best to 

distribute a fixed amount of decoupling capacitance between the two regulators. Figure 

14b shows the current consumption of the TX and clock distribution; from the waveforms 

it is evident that the transmitter will be the dominant source of PSIJ due to both the larger 

average current value and rapid variations in the amount of current drawn from the supply.  
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Figure 14: (a) Block diagram of the scenario being considered to find the impact of clock 

distribution and transmitter on each other (b) Current consumption of the transmitter and clock 

distribution 

Figure 15 shows the PSIJ on the transmitter and the clock distribution circuits under 

different operating conditions. The results are based on the fact that there is area for 500pF 

of total decoupling capacitance and that has been equally shared by the clock distribution 

circuits and the transmitter circuits, CCLK=CTX=250pF. Looking at the TX jitter, it is evident 

that regardless of whether the clocking circuitry is ON/OFF, the same amount of jitter is 

present at the output of the transmitter. This arises from the fact that the TX jitter is mainly 

self-induced and the clocking circuitry does not cause a lot of jitter on the transmitter. 

Another observation is that there is a large difference in the jitter at the output of the clock 

distribution depending on whether the transmitter is ON/OFF. This again lines up with our 

assumption that the transmitter is a major source of jitter for other blocks.  

 

Figure 15: PSIJ on TX & Clock Distribution with different circuits powered ON/OFF 
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In Figure 15 the PSIJ is reported for the case where the total decoupling capacitance of 

500pF was split equally between the clock distribution and the transmitter.  The proposed 

power integrity analysis can also be used to determine how best to allocate the decoupling 

capacitance in a fast and efficient way.  Figure 16 shows the PSIJ as a function of the 

regulator capacitance of CTX and CCLK. The main requirement is that CTX+CCLK=500pF, 

while keeping both CTX≥100pF & CCLK≥100pF to maintain a minimum level of regulator 

performance. In the analysis, there are also two operating conditions considered for the 

transmitter. In the first scenario, the transmitter is operating with a PRBS input pattern and 

there are no consecutive identical digits (CIDs) present. In the second scenario, the 

transmitter has a PRBS input pattern with intermittent CID patterns of 100 zeros. The CID 

patterns create low frequency content in the current spectrum close to the where the PSRR 

and ZLoad of the regulators peak. As a result, the CID patterns will stress the power 

distribution and cause additional jitter on the blocks. This is evident in Figure 16 whenever 

the transmitter has CID patterns, it leads to higher jitter for both the clock distribution and 

the transmitter. Based on the analysis, we can see that for the clock distribution, the optimal 

capacitance value would be CCLK=CTX=250pF which leads to the lowest jitter, however, 

this is not the case for the transmitter. When looking at the transmitter, it is apparent that 

the larger the capacitor CTX, the better the jitter performance. Depending on which block 

is more critical in overall link margin, the decision can be made regarding the decoupling 

capacitance allocation. Assuming both blocks are equally important, the optimal solution 

would be to use the maximum decoupling capacitance in the TX (CTX=400pF) and to put 

CCLK=100pF. This leads to a small increase on the clock distribution jitter relative to the 

optimal point but a large decrease in the jitter on the transmitter and hence the overall jitter 

would be lower.  
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Figure 16: PSIJ with various decoupling capacitor values on (a) the clock distribution and (b) 

the transmitter. 



V. Conclusion 

A methodology for chip level power integrity was presented. The approach allows the 

output PSIJ of a block to be accurately calculated. The PSIJ is broken down into two 

components, a self-induced component caused by the current consumption of the block 

under study and a jitter caused by the current consumption of nearby circuits. The approach 

captures the interaction of the blocks through the regulators and the PDN. The different 

steps required to perform the analysis were outlined. The simulations required are kept as 

independent as possible to allow for quick iterations and comparisons. Finally, a sample 

case study was presented for PI analysis of clocking and transmitter circuits.  
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